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Sept. 22: The Command for the No initiated marches on the capital city from the southern (Puerto
Mont) and northern (Arica) sides of the country. Participants in the "March of Hope" will tour 54
cities and travel over 3,000 km., converging on Santiago Oct. 1, the date of a massive demonstration
organized by the Command. On the same day, 26 vehicles carrying four persons apiece departed
from the Command's capital city headquarters destined to visit 155 towns of less than 15,000
inhabitants before Oct. 5. Their objective is door-to-door canvassing in a final effort to organize
support for the "no" vote. Sept. 24: A crowd estimated at over 100,000 participated in an antigovernment demonstration at a public park in southern Santiago. The demonstration was organized
by an independent group opposed to a victory by Gen. Augusto Pinochet in the Oct. 5 presidential
plebiscite. The gathering also served to welcome back former political exiles who recently returned
to Chile. Organizers said more than 200,000 people attended the affair, but journalists claimed the
crowd was closer to 100,000. Attorney Alejandro Hales, a leader of the Command for the No which
collaborated in organizing the demonstration told the crowd that after the plebiscite, a "new future"
would be born, leaving behind a "black page in Chilean history." According to Hales, Pinochet
represents the past which included numerous violent deaths since the 1973 coup, both inside Chile
and on the exterior. He said, "A Chile of democracy and liberty is close at hand...After the victory
[of the no vote], a new united country...will be constructed, in which all will have a place." Sept.
25: Thousands of persons linked hands to form a giant "Peace Chain" in downtown Santiago. The
human chain extended for several kilometers through an avenue which circles the city. Carmen
Allende, daughter of the deposed Salvador Allende, and several opposition leaders participated.
The police dispersed with tear gas small groups of opposition supporters, who after participating in
the chain, returned home to working class suburbs where they shouted anti-Pinochet slogans and
"provoked disorders." (Basic data from Prensa Latina, 09/22/88, 09/24/88; AP, 09/24/88, 09/25/88)
[Polls by groups identified with the opposition have generally shown the "no" side winning easily,
while polls contracted by the government show the "yes" group to be winning by a narrower
margin. Both sides agree that 25% to 30% of the voters have not decided, or refuse to reveal their
preferences. On likely scenarios following the plebiscite vote, the New York Times (09/27/88) cited
Andres Zaldivar, first vice president of the Christian Democrat party as follows: If the "yes" vote
wins, a "very dramatic situation" would be created because the public might not believe it. This
could lead, said Zaldivar, to a situation of "uncontrollable violence" despite efforts by opposition
leaders to avoid it. "There's no reason to think the extreme left is going to provoke it. It could ba a
sporadic and spontaneous attitude of the population." He then predicted that if the "no" vote won,
there would be "a first moment of tension, because within the regime the hard-line sector is going
to close itself up and say the only thing to do is stick to the Constitution...At the same time, there are
going to be sectors in the armed forces and among civilians who will show good sense. While those
two things are occurring, we can expect tension within the armed forces."]
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